January 26, 2002
JEY is here and is aware of those of you who are here and the needs that each of you
have. JEY is here to say at this time that of course you have requested information in your own
thoughts, and JEY wants you to know that JEY is here in the will of the Creator and does come
because this one who is in Spirit has been invited to be in your midst. It is important that each of
you who are here recognize that you have discussed those things that have great importance to
you in this time of meeting; and JEY would ask you to hold those things close to your thoughts as
you go about the needs that you have to accomplish in the days that are ahead. JEY would ask
each of you to remember those things that have been said with regard to that which is a positive
act on your part, not only a physical act but also that which is spiritual… .your prayers and
meditation and thoughts. JEY would ask you always to acquiesce to those things of a positive
nature rather than that which is negative.
And so at this time JEY comes to leave this message with you….those of you who are
here present and those of you who will receive the information in days to come.
There is at this time occurring upon the Earth Plane the possibility within the thoughts of
mankind that indeed there will be major acts of violence throughout the Earth Plane. It is known
that there are many upon the Earth at this time who feel within their own self, their own hearts,
that it is only through violence that they can succeed in developing that which will be an Earth
that will fulfill their needs only, and that they indeed seek to control the thoughts of all mankind
upon the Earth. This is not to be. There is at this time a necessity for all to look upon the Creator
as the controller of all things within the Universe. Know that there is a system of laws that must
be provided for mankind upon the Earth that will be in keeping with the laws of the Universe, and
that is that mankind will indeed adhere to Truth and Good upon the Earth. It cannot be otherwise.
And so even though the Creator of All Things has given mankind on Earth the right to create
those things that they would wish to do, they must remember that their actions will indeed be that
which must be positive rather than negative.
You who are Spirit-in-Body do indeed have that which you would refer to as freedom of
action or free will. Know that if you in your efforts to exercise your free will in turn do not help
others who are in your presence or who are upon the Earth in their own actions that would
involve their free will, you cannot expect that you will be favored among mankind upon the
Earth. In other words, all who are Spirit-in-Body are precious in the sight of the Creator. All have
an opportunity to seek after that which is of Spiritual worth upon the Earth. Some have lost their
way. Many will never find it upon the Earth Plane and will return to the Spirit Realm in a time of
grieving, for they have allowed a lifetime upon the Earth to be wasted. Know that there is great
sorrow within the Spirit Realm when that occurs….that one Spirit must return to the Spirit Realm
and grieve because they have not been able to fulfill their purpose upon the Earth because of the
body in which they lived, and the body has not allowed that Spirit to create a life upon the Earth
that would be in keeping with the purpose for which they went to Earth. Often this is because of
the society in which that spirit was enabled to live upon the Earth, and often times mankind has
made that society one in which Truth and Good cannot be found during the lifetime of that Spiritin-Body.
And so JEY comes to attempt to help you to understand why there are many upon the
Earth who are now living in a time of violence, trying to create their own kingdom upon the Earth
rather than that which is the will of the Creator. It is known that the country in which you now
live does indeed have the desire for that which is Peace upon Earth; but in their desire in
attempting to create an atmosphere that would bring peace upon the Earth, it often creates a time
of violence as well. And yet, those of you who live within this country in which you now live
have the desire only for peace. You must understand that those who are in control within your
own country can indeed use your prayers and a time of meditation as well, for indeed they do

mean well. They seek to follow after the will of the Creator, and in so doing often their own
desires enter into the decisions that are made. Keep those who make the laws within your land in
your prayers…..those who create the actions that affect all mankind upon the earth. Keep them in
your prayers, for indeed they are in need of such at this time.
So JEY comes now again imploring you to maintain time within your day as a life of
Spirit-in-Body to give time to prayer and meditation in order that you may be strengthened and
also in order that those of us who are in Spirit may receive the energy that you then provide for us
which will help us.
Allow JEY at this time to say that you have nothing that you need to fear upon the Earth
at this time. We who are Spirit do have a responsibility for that which is your Spiritual Journey
upon the Earth, and that has not yet been completed. And so we attempt to help you, to guide you
in your daily life in order that you will be kept from that which is physical harm as well. But you
have a responsibility in that department, too, for it is up to you to give your physical body the
help, the care, the vision that it needs in order to be able to fulfill that which is the purpose of the
Spirit upon the Earth at this time. You came here knowing that you would indeed be able to
inhabit a body upon the Earth that would provide for you the opportunity that you are now
undertaking. Know that as you are aware of that, you now….with the mental processes that you
have….must provide that which is the care of the body which the Reality of You is inhabiting. It
is important that you cherish this body to the extent that indeed it is the habitation for your
Spirit… .that which you are in reality.
And so JEY comes now giving thanks for this opportunity to be with you, giving thanks
for all who have come to this Earth to be OMEGA upon the Earth at this time, and to once again
tell you that YES we continue to be in your help and in your care; and YES where there is a need
we will come to attempt to help you fulfill that need. Go now in Peace. Know that JEY has come
with Love and would ask you to remember always that you are indeed special upon the Earth in
the sight of those who are in the Spirit-Realm. Many who are here in Spirit look with joy upon
you and that which you are fulfilling upon the Earth at this time. Go now in Love. AMEN

